


MATSU Joy relaxation chair is slim and smart in its 

overall look. The backrest’s curve is ergonomically 

scientific, perfect for the human body. Joy’s seat is 

extremely comfortable, highlighting the ergonomic 

feature of its three-dimensional model, with its lifted 

front part and the cambered edge. 

One chair, two ways 
Both leisure and working 















Concave in the center of chair 

fits to buttocks, with raised 

front part to reduce thigh 

pressure 

Seat： 

1) S-shaped design fits closely to body curve and it is 

comfortable; 

2) The raised front part and arc-shaped seat outline reflect 3D 

beauty and features of human engineering. Arc-shaped chair 

edge reduces thigh pressure and enables the flexibility of feet 

Chair back： 

1) The plastic back helps to maintain spine curvature. Unique 

horizontal groove increases supporting force; 

Back frame： 

1) Simple style integrates curve and right angle, which is the 

soul of JOY; 

2) The curve at the top of back supports user’s back. At the 

meantime, the curve at the top and at the down part enable 

people to move the chair; 

3) The hollow part between the back and the seat makes it 

easy for us to clean the chair. 

Top curve supports your 

back 

 



4-leg chair                    

white black 

light grey bright chrome black 

plastics： 

frame： 

bench                    

type： 

bar chair 

Material & Color 



Dedicated to create office with sustainable development 

Tips： 

LEED  Green building certification 

LEED Green construction certification, issued by USGBC, is 

the most advanced and practical green building certification 

system in the world. 

 

Product certification GREENGUARD 

GREENGUARD product certification is for low-volatility 

products and materials.  This certification is aimed at 

producer, manufacturer and trader and is mainly for 20 

categories such as furniture, office furniture, flooring, wall 

materials, decoration and fabric. This certification is well 

recognized internationally ( aiming at product volatility) 

MATSU makes contribution to products’ LEED scores by 

means of improving effective utilization of rapidly renewable 

materials and recycling materials, increasing the level of 

using recycling and local materials, reducing volatility of 

products, increasing lighting energy saving, lighting comfort 

and space natural lighting. 
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